SELF - ASSESSMENT GUIDE
Qualification:

FISH CAPTURE NC I

Unit of Competency:

APPLY DECKHAND SKILLS ABOARD A FISHING
VESSEL

Instruction:

Read each of the questions in the left-hand column of the chart.

Place a tick in the appropriate box opposite each question to indicate your
answer.
Can I?


Use, maintain and repair ropes and lines *



Perform knots, bends, hitches, splicing and whipping *



Prepare winches and capstans associated with fishing for use
and control during operation *



Prepare anchor equipment for use and control during operation
*



Secure anchoring equipment, winches and capstans on
completion of operation *



Perform mooring operations to completion *



Secure mooring area on completion of operation *



Perform routine checks and inspection of vessels as per
instruction given by Bosun (watchkeeping duties, security and
seaworthiness) *



Secure the vessel *



Deal with security contingency *

YES

NO

1



Report conditions using radio *



Monitor and control access *



Cite rules and regulations during operation procedures for
entering dangerous and enclosed spaces



Identify codes of safe work practice and safety rules and
regulations



Exhibit appropriate health and hygiene practices

I agree to undertake assessment in the knowledge that information
gathered will only be used for professional development purposes and can only
be accessed by concerned assessment personnel and my manager/supervisor.
Candidate’s Name:
Date:
(Signature over Printed Name)
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SELF - ASSESSMENT GUIDE
Qualification:

FISH CAPTURE NC I

Unit of Competency:

LOAD AND UNLOAD GOODS / CARGO

Instruction:

Read each of the questions in the left-hand column of the chart.

Place a tick in the appropriate box opposite each question to indicate your
answer.
Can I?

YES



Identify load characteristics, dangerous or hazardous goods,
loading equipment and related practices and takes
appropriate action *



Identify class and subsidiary risk labels for dangerous
goods and takes appropriate action *



Safely load and unload goods following workplace
procedures *




Distribute and secure load for safe transport *
Locate, interpret and apply relevant information *



Provide effective customer / clients service *



Convey information in written and oral form when loading
and unloading *



Maintain workplace loading and unloading records *



Select and use appropriate workplace colloquial and
technical terms and communication techniques *



Identify correct use of equipment for loading and unloading
cargo / goods



Operate manual loading shifting equipment



Apply time management in work

NO

I agree to undertake assessment in the knowledge that information gathered
will only be used for professional development purposes and can only be
accessed by concerned assessment personnel and my manager/supervisor.
Candidate’s Name:
Date:

(Signature over Printed Name)
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SELF - ASSESSMENT GUIDE
Qualification:

FISH CAPTURE NC I

Unit of Competency:

ASSEMBLE AND REPAIR DAMAGED NETTING

Instruction:

Read each of the questions in the left-hand column of the chart.

Place a tick in the appropriate box opposite each question to indicate your
answer.
Can I?


YES




Repair various types of damages that occur to the netting
material used for purse seines, beach seines or gill nets *
Mend damages to hung areas of netting *
Repair large scale damages to netting material by sewing in
patches and panels *
Mend rips in netting *
Prepare, repair and mend netting according to its gear plan



Name and identify different netting terms



Recognize the type netting material



Use different mending tools






Plan repair jobs by establishing start and end points
Join panels of netting with different mesh sizes
Demonstrate efficiency and effectiveness in the repair of
damaged netting
Clean damaged areas of net




Feed thread in netting needles
Communicate effectively with superior and co-workers




NO

I agree to undertake assessment in the knowledge that information
gathered will only be used for professional development purposes and can only
be accessed by concerned assessment personnel and my manager/supervisor.
Candidate’s Name:
Date:
(Signature over Printed Name)
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